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he Buddhist polity is based on the Buddhist understanding 

of mind; and historically speaking, the Buddhist view of 

mind is best exemplified in 

the emperor Asoka’s understanding of good governance and polity 

by way of his understanding and definitions of Dhamma. 

Though himself a Buddhist, he was equally 

concerned for all his subjects notwithstanding their regional, racial, 

communal or sectarian affiliations. Besides, he was always 

accessible to an administrative call for the sake of his duty. His non-

discriminatory welfare measures were to be restricted not only 

within his territory but also extended to the bordering areas and 

frontiers to the extent of the territories of the Greek king Antiochus's, 

e.g., Rock Edict II Girnar version records that Asoka made separate 

medicinal provisions for both men and cattle; plantation of medicinal 

herbs, plants and fruit yielding trees and the construction drinking 
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water provisions along the roadside even for the cattle.   The chapter 

seeks to examine the factors underlying his deep understanding or 

the mental make up that evolved into the vision of a welfare state 

and good governance. Intelligence and wisdom are important, yet 

without the sense of morality it becomes irrelevant to any good 

governance or welfare measure. The chapter therefore examines to 

map Asoka's mental makeup for good governance by way of his 

appreciation of Dhamma.  

WORLD’S FIRST CHARTER OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Asoka's rock edicts are the live testimony 

to speak for his right understanding underlying the Buddhist view 

of mind to achieve peace and prosperity, 

multiculturalism and pluralistic model of society by way of 

Righteousness or the Buddhist principles of ¿¢la that laid a 

formidable foundation for a welfare state based on the  principles of 

Dhamma. His understanding of good governance is best articulated 

in the Asoka's Kalinga Rock edict-1 which is often been viewed as 

the first Charter of Human Rights:  

“… I wish to see that everything I consider to be proper is carried out in 

the right way. And I consider instructing you to be the best way of 

accomplishing this. I have placed you over many thousands of people that 

you may win the people's affection.  

All men are my children. What I desire for my own 

children, and I desire their welfare and happiness both in this world 

and the next, that I desire for all men. … Therefore your aim should 

be to act with impartiality. It is because of these things 

envy, anger, cruelty, hate, indifference, laziness or tiredness 

that such a thing does not happen. Therefore your aim should be: "May 

these things not be in me." And the root of this is non-anger and patience. 

… "See that you do your duty properly. Such and such are Beloved 

of the Gods' instructions." Great fruit will result from doing your duty, …. 

This edict has been written for the following purpose: that the judicial 

officers of the city may strive to do their duty and that the people under 

them might not suffer unjust imprisonment or harsh treatment. To achieve 

this, I will send out Mahamatras … who are not harsh or cruel, but who are 
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merciful and who can ascertain if the judicial officers have 

understood my purpose and are acting according to my instructions.” 1   

Furthermore, the world’s first secular policy on religious toleration 

affirming the Buddhist interpretation of ‘right understanding’ is 

boldly declared in the Asokan edict VII Girnar version with variant 

reading in the Manshera version, which is as follows:  

“The emperor Asoka called  ‘Devanam Piyadasi’ desires that All creeds  must live 

everywhere because they all uphold the values of self- discipline   and purity of mind 

(bh¡vasudhiÆ).    

In quest of peace and happiness, with full awareness of 

his regnal identity : Asoka turned to Buddhism to tread the Middle 

Path by denouncing the two extremes, namely the Path 

of Sensuous indulgences and the Path of Self-Abnegation for 

spiritual Bliss despite being a "reformed" emperor.  

Buddhist metaphysics is embedded in the postulation of Nirvana 

as the summum bonum of life underlying its theory of rebirth. 

This affirms that a person , who is viewed as the combination of 

mind and matter (‘manusso nama-rupa sanghato’, Milinda Panha) 

shall be reborn  again and again in different yonis or species. Further, 

in the Jataka Tales it has been demonstrated that Bodhisatta 

Sumedha had to take birth for 555 times until  he could redeem his 

pledge to perfect the 10 paramis or virtues for the attainment of 

the the Buddhahood or Enlightenment (bodhi) to become a 

‘Buddha’. Yet, One is not to be embellished  with the epithet 

of ‘Sammasambuddha’ or ‘Sabbannu Buddha’ (the 

Omniscient Buddha) until the proclamation of his cardinal mission 

to deliver all living beings from the mire of suffering. It is for this 

reason a Buddha is often called a ‘physician’ (‘bhisakko’) because 

he could diagnose the root cause of the ‘malady’ -which is called 

                                                        
1  

The Edicts of King Ashoka : An English rendering by Ven. S. Dhammika. The 

Wheel Publication No. 386/387 ISBN 9552401046 Buddhist Publication society 

Kandy Sri Lanka: Published in 1993; KING ASHOKA: His Edicts and His Times 

http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~malaiya/ashoka.html 10/19,
 

http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~malaiya/ashoka.html%2010/19
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suffering’ - for making efficacious prescriptions for  its cure to attain 

eternal blissfulness, i.e., Nirvana as is quoted in the Milinda 

Panha ‘Nibbanam amatam padam; Nibbanam paramam padam’.    

The typical Buddhist compassion or concern for the well beings 

of the lokiya beings and their habitats  implies the ‘well being of 

the planet’  or our loka as well. Such a view is sacred and integral 

to Buddhism not only it envisions the survival or evolution of 

an  individual  or his posterity but also for the births of 

all future beings who shall be born or reborn on this planet again and 

again.  In light of the above, the precepts and postulations of all kinds 

of sila, viz.  Panchcasila, Atthasila, Dasasila and so on have 

been introduced in Buddhism. For example, when one observes 

the Buddhist Panchasila one first refrains from the destruction of 

all forms of life in the classical formulation of 

‘Panatipata  veramani,’  enumerated first in the order of formulation.   

The Buddhist concept of Pancasila/Panchasheela is different 

from Nehruvian 'Panchasheel' interpreted in the context of India’s 

foreign policy.   

Kalsi Rock: east facing 
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ASOKA'S VISION OF GOOD GOVERNANCE 

The 'Right Vision' of the Buddhists, popularly called the 'Samm¡ 

Di¶¶hi'   when applied to polity is best expressed in Asoka’s Vision 

of Good Governance, particularly after his conquest of Kalinga in 

his eighth regnal year as recorded particularly in his edicts.  

History testifies that the Magadhan Emperor Asoka's victory over 

Kalinga with scourge of war and en masse killings could not make 

him happy despite acquisition of the new territory, property and 

wealth as he has acknowledged the imprudence in the military 

conquest to be testified in his rescripts, viz., Rock Edict XIII: Kalsi 

version: 

(A) When king Dev¡n¡Æpriya Priyadar¿¢ had been anointed eight years, (the 

country of) the Kalingyas was conquered by (him).  

(B) One hundred and fifty thousand in number were the men who were 

deported thence, one hundred thousand in number were those who were slain 

there, and many times as many those who died.  

(C) After that, now that (the country of) the Kalingyas has  

been taken, Dev¡n¡Æpriyadar¿¢ (is devoted) to a zealous study of morality, to 

the love of morality, and to the instruction (of people) in morality.  

(D) This is the repentance of Dev¡n¡Æpriyadar¿¢ on account of his 

conquest of (the country of) the Kalingyas.   

(E) For, this is considered very painful and deplorable by 

Dev¡n¡Æpriyadar¿¢, that, while one is conquering an unconquered (country), 

slaughter, death, and deportation of people (are taking place) there,  

(F) But the following is considered even more deplorable than this 

by Dev¡n¡Æpriyadar¿¢. (G) (To) the Brahmanas or Sramanas, or other sects or 

householders/ who are living there, …,  to these then happen injury or slaughter 

or deportation of (their) beloved ones.
1
  

In fact, Asoka's expression of remorse reveals his discovery of the  

delusive mode of his understanding - forged by the three roots 

of evil actions' (t¢¸i akusala m£l¡ni), namely, greed (lobha), 

malice (dosa) and insensibility (moha) which could satisfy one's 

ego (asmi bh¡va) but is inconsequential to happiness in the true sense 

of the word. Obviously, Asoka was not pleased with his military 

                                                        

1  Rock Edict XIII – the Kalsi text: lines 14 to 18.See The Inscription of Asoka, 

Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum by E. Hultzsch, printed for Govrenment of India 

at the Clarendon Press, Oxford: 1924 p.46. 
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conquest that cost the lives of many; and brought miseries to many. 

His preference for the Dhamma Vijaya or Dhamma Ghosa in 

place of 'Bheri Ghosa' is the loud affirmation of his faith in 

Righteousness or Dhamma underlying the Samm¡ Di¶¶hi or Right 

Vision that makes one see the evils due to the delusive understanding 

(moha) that had induced him to inflict merciless afflictions to the 

vanquished Kalingiyas.  

No wonder with the realisation of the operational mode of delusion 

he turned to virtuosity and recommended 'Dhamma Vijaya' or the 

'Conquest of Morality' even for his successors: 

And for the following purpose has this rescript on morality been written, (viz,) in 

order that the sons (anci) great-grandsons (who) may be (born) to me, should 

not think that a fresh conquest ought to be made ; (that), if a conquest does please 

them, they should take pleasure in mercy and light punishments; and (that) they 

should regard the conquest by morality as the only (true) conquest.
1
  

Thus appreciating the operational modes of the evil roots of actions 

and their devastating impact and realising the merits of the 

Righteousness or the Dhamma rooted in generosity (alobha), 

loving kindness (adosa) and wisdom (amoha) he became an ardent 

champion of  'self-control', 'impartiality', and 'kindness', recorded 

categorically in his rescripts: 
… 'self-control', 'impartiality', and 'kindness'.  

And, this [Dhamma Vijaya] has been won repeatedly by Dev¡n¡Æpriyadar¿¢ 

both [here] and among all (his) borderers, even as far as at (die distance of) 

six hundred yojanas where the Yona [Greek] king named Antiyoga (is ruling), 

                                                        

1  Ibid. 

Rock Edict XIII: Girnar Text 
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and beyond this Antiyoga, (where) four —— kings (are ruling), (viz, the king) 

named Tulamaya, (the king) named Antekina, (the king) named Maka, (and the 

king) named Alikyashudala, (and) likewise towards the south, (where) the 

Chodas and Fandyas (are ruling), as far as Tamraparni. 

Likewise here in the king's territory, among the Yonas and Kamhojae, among 

the Uabhakas and Kabhapanktis, among the Bhojas and Pitinikyas, among the 

Andhras and Paladas, *— everywhere (people) are conforming 

to Dev¡n¡Æpriyadar¿¢'s instruction in morality. _ - 

Even those to whom the envoys of Dev¡n¡Æpriyadar¿¢ do not go, having  

heard of the duties of morality, the ordinances, (and) the instruction in 

morality of Dev¡n¡Æpriyadar¿¢, are conforming to morality and will conform to 

(it).  

This conquest, which has been won by this everywhere; causes the feeling of 

satisfaction.  

Firm becomes this satisfaction, (viz.) the satisfaction at the 

Conquest by Morality.
1
  

 ASOKA’S VISION OF DHAMMA: EXEMPLIFICATION 

OF ALOBHA, ADOSA AND AMOHA   

There has been an unanimous agreement among the historians that 

the use of the term 'Dhamma’ recurring several times in the Asokan 

inscriptions need not be necessarily interpreted in terms of an 

"individual conviction" or a "personal religion" despite his being a 

Buddhist since the fourth year of his coronation, i.e., at least four 

years before the Kalinga War.   

It is noteworthy that most of the established historians like 

E.Hultzsch, E. Senart and others have interpreted the 

Asokan 'Dhamma’ as a "sum of moral duties" contrasting any 

particular individual faith or religion2 even long before the 

accentuation of its secular interpretation made by Romila Thapar and 

other established Indian historians.   

                                                        

1  RE XIII : Kalsi Text.. 

2 E.Hultzsch The Inscription of Asoka, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum Clarendon 

Press, Oxford: 1924 p.xlix;, E. Senart, Indian Antiquarian 20,260.  
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ASOKA’S OPERATIONAL MODE OF ALOBHA OR 

BENEVOLENCE WITH PROPER UNDERSTANDING: 

1. He accorded greater weightage to the Dhamma Vijaya  or 

the Victory of Righteousness and Vituosity in place of  fresh 

Military Conquests despite control over the most powerful 

troops in the Indian subcontinent that comprises modern 

Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh etc. Thus due to the 

operational mode of proper understanding forged by the 

factor of Alobha he adopted a policy of peace, friendship 

and non-aggression to the neighbouring territories or 

kingdoms. Instead he promoted charitable practices there : 

2. Non-Selective acts of Charity and donations;  

ASOKA’S OPERATIONAL MODE OF ADOSA OR LOVING 

KINDNESS WITH PROPER UNDERSTANDING: 

1. To treat all subjects of the empire with loving care and 

kindness like one’s baby. 

2. The amnesty to the prisoners; courteous treatment to the 

slaves and rebellious forest tribes; advocacy of the merits of 

mercy;  

3. provisions for medicines and treatments for both, people 

and animals; provisions for water and shades for both 

animals; instructions for leniency in punishments etc, e.g., 

RE 2: Girnar text:  

Lines 1-4:  

4. Everywhere in the dominions of king Dev¡n¡Æ Piya Priyadarfiin, and 

likewise among (his) borderers, such as the Chodas, the Pandyas, the 

Satiyaputa, Ketalautta, Tambpa¸¸¢ upto the borders of the Greek king 

Antiochus
1
 - every where two medical treatment  were established by 

                                                        

1  E.Hultzsch has omitted the  translation with reference to the Greek king Antiochus. 

This omission demands a fresh study of the Asokan inscription from Indian 

perspective for genuine academic reasons. See The Inscription of Asoka, Corpus 

Inscriptionum Indicarum Clarendon Press, Oxford: 1924 p.2  
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king Dev¡n¡Æ Piya Priyadarsin, namely, the medical treatment for 

men; and medical treatment for cattle.  

Lines 5-7:   

And wherever there were no herbs that are beneficial to men and 

beneficial to cattle, everywhere they were caused to be imported and 

to be planted.  

Wherever there were no roots and fruits, everywhere they were caused 

to be imported and to be planted.  

Line 8:  

On the roads wells were caused to be dug, and trees were caused to 

be planted for the use of cattle and men.  

5. No to hate policy against other religions and sects; 

6. Prohibition against senseless killings of animals, e.g., RE I 

Girnar Text: 

 Line 2:  

No living being should be killed or sacrificed  

 ([I]dha na kiµci j¢vaÆ ¡rabhitp¡ praj£hitavyaÆ) 

Line 6:  

Formerly in the kitchen of king Devanampiya Piyadasi many hundred 

thousands of animals were killed daily for the sake of curry.   

Line 7:  

But now, when this rescript on morality is written, only three animals 

are being killed (daily) for the sake of curry, (viz.) two peacocks one 

deer, (but) even this deer not regularly,  
Line 8: 

 Even these three animals shall not be killed in future.   

This order is further repeated in RE IV 

ASOKA’S OPERATIONAL MODE OF AMOHA OR 

SENSIBILITY WITH PROPER UNDERSTANDING: 

1. Moral Codes for appreciation of moral actions to promote 

virtuousity, e.g., RE III : Girnar text: 

Line 3: Everywhere in my dominions the Yuktas the Rajiika and the 

Pradesikas shall set out on a complete tour  every five years for 

this very purpose, (viz.) for the following instruction in morality 

as well as for other business.   

 

Line 4: 'Meritorious is obedience to mother and father- Liberality to 

friends, acquaintances, and relatives, to Brahmanas and Sramanas 
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is meritorious. Abstention from killing animals is meritorious. 

Moderation in expenditure (and) moderation in possessions are 

meritorious  

Further in the RE IV: Girnar text it is stated that 

Line 1:  

 In times past, for many hundreds of years, there had ever been 

promoted the killing of animals and the hurting of living beings, 

discourtesy to relatives, (and) discourtesy to Brahmanas and 

Sramanas.  

Line 2: 

But now, in consequence of the practice of morality on the part of 

king Dev¡n¡Æ Piya PriyadarSin, the sound of drums 

(Bherighosa) has become the sound of morality 

(Dhammaghosa), showing the people representations of aerial 

chariots, representations of elephants, masses of fire, and other 

divine figures;  

Line 3: 

 Such as they had not existed before for many hundreds of years, 

thus there are now promoted, through the instruction in morality 

on the part of king Dev¡n¡Æ Piya Priyadarsin, abstention from 

killing animals, abstention from hurting living beings, courtesy to 

relatives, courtesy to Brahmanas and Sramanas, obedience to 

mother (and) father, (and) obedience to the aged.  

Line 4: 

 In this and many other ways is the practice of morality promoted,  

Line 5: 

 And king Dev¡n¡Æ Piya Priyadar£in will ever promote this 

practice of morality,  

Line 6: 

 And the sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons of king Dev¡n¡Æ 

Piya Priyadarsin will promote this practice of morality until the 

aeon of destruction (of the world), (and) will instruct (people) in 

morality, abiding by morality (and) by good conduct.  

Line 7: 

 For this is the best work, viz. instruction in morality.  

Line 8: 

 And the practice of morality is not (possible) for (a person) devoid 

of good conduct.  

Line 9: 

 Therefore promotion and not neglect of this object is meritorious.  

Line 10: 
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 For the following purpose has this been caused to be written, (viz. 

in order that) they 2 should devote themselves to the promotion 

of this practice, and that the neglect (of it) should not be approved 

{by them). 5  

Line 11: 

 This was caused to be written by king Dev¡n¡Æ Piya Friyadar&in 

(when he had beern) anointed twelve years.  

Rock Edict V: Girnar Text 

Line 1-2: King Dev¡n¡Æ Piya Priyadar^in speaks thus. It is difficult to 

perform virtuous deeds.  

Line 3-4: He who starts performing virtuous deeds accomplishes 

something difficult. Now, by me many virtuous deeds have 

been performed.  

Line 5: Therefore (among) my sons and grandsons, and (among) my 

descendants (who shall come) after them until the aeon of 

destruction (of the world), those who will conform to this 

(duty) will perform good deeds.  

Line 6-7: But he who will neglect even a portion of this (duty) will 

perform evil deeds.  For sin is easily committed,  

 

 

IMPORTANCE OF DHAMMA:  

Re XI Girnar text: 
Line 2:   

 There is no such gift as the gift of morality, or acquaintance 

through morality, or the distribution of morality, or kinship 

through morality. 11  

Line 3:   

 Herein the following are (comprised), (viz.) proper courtesy 

to slaves and servants, obedience to mother (and) father, 

liberality to friends, acquaintances, and relatives, to 

Brahmanas and 3ramanas, (and) abstention from killing 

animals,  

Line 4-5:   

 Concerning this 13 a father, qr a son, or a brother, or a friend, 

an acquaintance, or a relative, (or) even (mere) neighbours, 

Ought to say : This is meritorious. This ought to be done. If 

one is acting thus the attainment & of (happiness) in this 

world is (secured), and endless merit is produced in the other 

(world) by that gift of morality.  
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2. Respect to elders and courteous behavior, eg., line 4 RE III 

Girnar text;  

Against extravaganza and pompous ceremonies, e.g., RE 1 

Girnar text: 

Line 3:  … no festival meeting must be held,  
Line 4: if king Dev¡n¡Æ Piya PriyadarSin sees much evil in festival 

meetings;  

Line 5: Except for some festival meetings which are considered 

meritorious by king Dev¡n¡Æ Piya Piyadass¢.  

Further in the RE IX he criticized the triviality of elaborated rituats 

for  

Line 2:  

 Men are practising various ceremonies during illness, or at the 

marriage of a son or a daughter, 16 or at the birth of a son, or when 

setting out on a journey ; on these and other (occasions) men are 

practising various ceremonies,  

Line 3: But in such (cases) women are practising many and various vulgar 

and useless ceremonies.  

Line 4: Now, ceremonies should certainly be practised.  

Line 5: 

  But ceremonies like these bear little fruit indeed.  

Line 6: 

 But the following practice bears much fruit, viz, the practice of 

morality.  
Line 7: Herein the following (are comprised), (viz.) proper courtesy to 

slaves and servants, reverence to elders, 1 gentleness to animals, 

(and) liberality to B rahmanas and Sramanas ; these and other 

such (virtues) are called the practice of morality.  

Line 8:  Therefore a father, or a son, or a brother, or a master ought to say" 

This is meritorious. This practice should be observed until the 

(desired) object is attained 

Line 9:   And it has been said also : Gifts are meritorious 

Line 10:  But there is no such gift or benefit as the gift of morality or the 

benefit of morality.   

Condemnation of animal sacrifices for religious rituals RE I 

Girnar Text: 

Line 2:  No living being should be killed or sacrificed  

([I]dha na kiµci j¢vaÆ ¡rabhitp¡ praj£hitavyaÆ 
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ASOKA’S PRUDENCE: RE VI Girnar Text  

Line 1-7:  

King Dev¡n¡Æ Piya Priyadarsin speaks thus. ( In times past 

neither the disposal of affairs nor the submission of reports at any 

time did exist before. But I have made the following 

(arrangement):  

 

  Reporters are posted everywhere, (with instructions) to report to 

me the affairs of the people at any time, while I am eating, in the 

harem, in the inner apartment, even at the cowpen, in the 

palanquin, and in the parks, and everywhere I am disposing of the 

affairs of the people. and if in the council (of Mahdmatras) a 

dispute arises, or an amendment is moved in connexion with any 

donation or proclamation, which I myself am ordering verbally, 

or (in connexion with) an emergent matter which has been 

delegated to the Makamatras it must be reported to me 

immediately, anywhere, (and) at any time.   Thus I have ordered.  

 

Line 9-15:   For I am never content in exerting myself and in dispatching 

business.  For I consider it my duty (to promote) the welfare of 

all men. But the root of that (is) this, (viz,) exertion and the 

dispatch of business. For no duty is more important 3 than 

(promoting) the welfare of all men. And whatever effort I am 

making, (is made) in order that 4 I may discharge the debt (which 

I owe) to living beings, (that) I may make them 5 happy in this 

(world), and (that) they may attain heaven in the other 

(world). For the following purpose has this rescript on morality 

been caused to be written, (viz.) that it may last long, and that 

my sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons may conform to this 

for the welfare of all men. But it is difficult to accomplish this 

without great zeal.  

DHAMMA TOURISM: 

As a Dhamma practitioner Asoka undertook Dhamma 

tourism (vide RE VIII: Girnar text): 

… tours of morality (were undertaken).  On these (tours) the 

following takes place, (viz,) visiting Brahmanas and Sramanas 

and making gifts (to them), visiting the aged and supporting 

(them) with gold,  visiting the people of the country, instructing 

(them) in morality, and questioning (them) about morality, as 

suitable for this (occasion).   
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Dhamma: not for gains, but the duty for the sake of duty, e.g., 

RE X:  

 Line 1: (A) King Bevanampriya Piyadass¢ does not 

think that either glory or fame conveys much 

advantage, except (on account of his aim that) in the 

present time, and in the distant (future),  men may (be 

induced) by him to practise obedience to morality and 

that they may conform to the duties of morality. 

ASOKA’S VISION OF A WELFARE STATE 

Historically, the appreciation of the Buddhist view of mind is best 

exemplified in the emperor Asoka’s understanding, who though 

himself a Buddhist was equally concerned for all his subjects cutting 

across all regional and communal boundaries. His rock edicts are the 

live testimony to speak for his right understanding exemplifying the 

Buddhist view of mind to achieve peace and prosperity in a welfare 

state founded on the Buddhist principles of ¿¢la (righteousness or 

right conduct). The Kalinga Rock edict-1 - which has often been 

viewed by many scholars as the first Charter of Human Rights - 

proves the point in question:  

“… I wish to see that everything I consider to be proper is carried out in the 

right way. And I consider instructing you to be the best way of accomplishing 

this. I have placed you over many thousands of people that you may win the 

people's affection.  

All men are my children. What I desire for my own children, and I desire 

their welfare and happiness both in this world and the next, that I desire 

for all men. … Therefore your aim should be to act with impartiality. It is 

because of these things envy, anger, cruelty, hate, indifference, laziness or 

tiredness that such a thing does not happen. Therefore your aim should be: "May 

these things not be in me." And the root of this is non-anger and patience. … 

"See that you do your duty properly. Such and such are Beloved of the Gods' 

instructions." Great fruit will result from doing your duty, …. 

This edict has been written for the following purpose: that the judicial officers 

of the city may strive to do their duty and that the people under them might not 

suffer unjust imprisonment or harsh treatment. To achieve this, I will send out 

Mahamatras … who are not harsh or cruel, but who are merciful and who can 
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ascertain if the judicial officers have understood my purpose and are acting 

according to my instructions.”1
 

ASOKA’S VISION OF SECULARISM AND RELIGIOUS 

TOLERATION: 

Asoka was the first ever emperor of the world to recognise the 

relevance of the secular values; and the text of Major Rock Edict  VII 

- the Girnar version, issued in 256 B.C by the emperor - bears loud 

testimony to that observation: 

WORLD'S FIRST DECLARTION OF SECULAR POLICY 

 

Major Rock Edict VII:  Girnar Version 

TRANSLITERATION OF THE TEXT 

Dev¡naÆpiyo Piyadasi R¡j¡ sarvata ichati. Save p¡sa¸·¡
2 

vaseyu. Save te sayamaÆ ca bh¡vasudhiÆ ca ichati…3
  

TRANSLATION OF THE TEXT  

The king Devanampiya Piyadasi [Asoka] desires that all sects 

(p¡sa¸·¡)  must exist everywhere [as] all these [creeds or 

religions] envision  self-discipline (sayamaÆ)
4
 and  purity of 

mind (bh¡va-sudhiÆ)
5
... 

                                                        

1  The Edicts of King Ashoka : An English rendering by Ven. S. Dhammika. The 

Wheel Publication No. 386/387 ISBN 9552401046 Buddhist Publication society 

Kandy Sri Lanka: Published in 1993; KING ASHOKA: His Edicts and His Times 

http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~malaiya/ashoka.html 10/19, 

2 Text: P¡s¡¸·¡.  

3 Deciphered, romanised, edited and translated by the author. For critical editing the
  

   Mansehra version of Rock Edict VII  has also been compared.  

4 S¡yamaÆ. Mansehra text: sayam.    

5 Mansehra text ; bhava¿uti 

http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~malaiya/ashoka.html%2010/19
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Further, Asoka’s secular policy is also laid down in RE  XII which 

is as follows: 

Line 1:    

  King Dev¡n¡Æ Piya Piyadass¢ is honouring all sects ; 10 both 

ascetics and householders ; both with gifts and with honours of 

various kinds he is honouring them.  

Line 2:    

  But Dev¡n¡Æ Piya does not value either gifts or honours so 

(highly) as (this), (viz.) that a promotion of the essentials of all 

sects should take place  

Line 3:    

 But a promotion of the essentials (is possible) in many ways.  

Line 4:    

 But its root is this, viz, guarding (ones) speech, (i.e.) that 

neither praising one's own sect nor blaming other sects should 

take place on improper occasions, or (that) it should be 

moderate in every case  

Line 5:    

 But other sects ought to be duly honoured in every case.  

Line 6:    

  If one is acting thus, he is both promoting his own sect 

and benefiting other sects 

Line 7:    

  If one is acting otherwise than thus, he is both hurting his 

own sect 

 Line 8:    

  For whosoever praises his own sect or blames other sects, 

all (this) out of devotion to his own sect, (i. e.) with the 

view of glorifying his own sect, if he is acting thus, he 

rather injures his own sect very severely.  

Line 9:    

 Therefore concord alone is meritorious, (i. e.) that they should 

both hear and obey each other' s morals.  

Line 10:    

 For this is the desire of Dev¡n¡Æ Piya, (viz.) that all sects 

should be full of learning, and should be pure in doctrine.  

Line 11:    

  And those who are attached to their respective (sects) ought to 

be spoken to  (as follows).  

Line 12:    

  Dev¡n¡Æ Piya does not value either gifts or honours so 

(highly) as (this), (viz.) that a promotion of the essentials of all 
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sects should take place, (US) And many (officers) are occupied 

for this purpose, (viz,) the Mahamatras, of morality, the 

Mahamatras controlling women, the inspectors of cowpens, 

and other classes (of officials).   

Line 13:    

  And this is the fruit of it, (viz.) that both the promotion of one's 

own sect takes place, and the glorification of morality,  

Further, the history testifies that his government did not make 

discrimination in its charitable acts due to sectrarian bias though he 

himself was a Buddhist. 

PROOFS FOR ASOKA BEING A BUDDHIST 

1. Accounts given the D¢pavaÆsa (V.55); which also records that 

his conversion to Buddhism had taken place during the fourth 

year of his coronation (VI.18,24);  

2. Descriptions in Mah¡vaÆsa (V.34, 72) also records the 

constructions of 84000 st£pas including Asok¡r¡ma (V.209) by 

Asoka; 

3. Buddhaghosa’s allusion to Asoka as a Buddhist vide 

Samantapas¡dik¡ (p.103);  

4. Kalhan’s R¡jatara´ga¸¢ attributing the construction of many 

st£pas (I.102) 

5. The Chinese pilgrim I-Tsing’s description of having seen an 

image of Asoka in the garb of a monk1 in conformity with 

description occurring in the Divy¡vad¡na as a devout Buddhist 

and his death as a destitute by offering his last food to the Sa´gha 

before his death would conclusively confirm his personal 

religion. 

6. Asokan Inscriptions 

i. Calcutta-Bairat Rock Inscription: records his homage to 

Buddha, Dhamma and Sa´gha with a conventional 

                                                        

1 See Fleet JRAS 1908 p.496. 
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invocation of the Buddhist with allusion to the seven texts 

of the Buddhists: 

The Magadha king Priyadass¢, having saluted the Sa´gha hopes they 

are both well and comfortable.  

It is known to you, Sirs, how great is my reverence and faith in the 

Buddha, the Dharma and the Sa´gha.  
Whatsoever, Sirs, has been spoken by the blessed Buddha, is well 

professed. But Sirs, the Dhamma precepts (Dhamma Pariy¡ya)
1
 

appears to be long enduring to me of which I shall make specific 

mention of the following:   

(1) the Vinayasamukasa  

(2) the Ariya-vaÆsa
2
 

(3) the An¡gata-bhaya 

(4) the Muni-g¡th¡,  

(5) the Moneyya-sutta
3
,  

(6) the Upatisssa-Paµha,
4
 and  

(7) the R¡hulov¡da
5
, which was spoken by the blessed Buddha 

concerning falsehood. I desire, sirs, that many groups of monks 

and nuns may repeatedly listen to these expositions of the Dharma 

and may reflect upon them.  

In the same way both laymen and laywomen (should act). For the 

following (purpose), Sirs, am I causing this to be written, in order that 

they may know my intention.    

                                                        

1  Inscription: Dhamma Paliy¡y¡ni. The derivation of the term 'P¡li' is from Paliy¡ya, 

a variant of ' Pariy¡ya', which means the Precept of the Buddha, which in course of 

time  when truncated into P¡li became designative of the language of the Precept 

of the Buddha or the Buddhavacana, which was originally called the Bh¡s¡ 

M¡gadh¢, which the Buddhists traditionally believe  as the primordial language:  

 S¡ M¡gadh¢ m£la-bh¡s¡,  

 Nar¡ y¡ya ¡dikappik¡,  

 Br¡hma¸¡ ca sut¡l¡p¡,  

 Sambuddh¡s ca bh¡sare.  

 For details see C.B Varma.   Indian Literature .  Sahitya  Akademi. Jan-Feb  2002:  

New  Delhi.Vol.207 pp.139-149.  

2 Inscription: Aliya-vasa.   

3 Inscription: Moneya-sutta. 

4 Inscription: Upatisssa-Pasina. 

5 Inscription: L¡ghulov¡da-. 
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ii. The Kashambi, Sanchi and Sarnath pillar inscriptions record 

the expulsion of the heretics from the Buddhist Sa´gha; 

iii.  The Rock Edict VIII  records his  pilgrimage to Bodh Gaya 

(where Buddha had attained Sambodhi) upon the ten years 

of anointment; a record, which is also corroborated by the 

accounts of the Divy¡vad¡na with allusion to his aforesaid 

visit along with sthavira Upagupta and distribution of 

100,000 gold pieces there (p.393);  

iv. The Rummindei pillar at Lumbini records his pilgrimage to 

the S¡kyamuni Gautam Buddha’s place of birth upon 

twenty years of anointment and worshipping the spot and 

erection of the pillar there. He also distributed 100,000 gold 

pieces there. 

v. The Nigali Sagar pillar inscription records his visit and 

worship of the birth place of Kon¡gamana1 Buddha and 

doubling the size of the st£pa there, when   anointed fourteen 

years.   

INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE TO THE BUDDHIST 

DHAMMA AND PAØCASÌLA 

In the modern age, too, the Indonesian nationalist and an architect of 

modern Indonesia though, himself a Sunni Muslim by faith, too had 

appreciated the rationale for ¿¢la and founded the modern Indonesian 

institutions based on the principles of Paµca¿¢la, which was later 

adopted at the historic Asian-African Conference in Bandung, 

Indonesia in 1955 to become the formidable basis for the Non-

Aligned Movement, established in Belgrade, Yugoslavia in 1961. 

China and India too have shown appreciation for the policy of 

Paµca¿¢la in their own ways of interpretations. 

                                                        

1  Text of the inscription: Kon¡kamana Buddha. One of the Buddhas prior to Gautam. 

Mah¡y¡na tradition calls him Kanakamuni Buddha. For details see C.B.Varma's 

Introduction to Illustrated Jatak and Other Stories of the Buddha: 

www.ignca.nic.in/Jatak.htm.  

http://www.ignca.nic.in/Jatak.htm
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The Buddhist democratic practices underlying the monastic 

institutions depicted in the Vinaya Pi¶aka may deserve a separate 

treatment because the justice would demand a separate treatment to 

such a serious topic which shall be an independent project if not 

outside the scope of the current project. It may, however, be 

appropriate to present a glimpse of the Buddhist electoral practices 

and their voting system since the days of the Buddha with a view 

that the readers may have some idea of their developed electoral 

system and faith in democracy. 

BUDDHIST DEMOCRACY AND ELECTORAL 

PRACTICES 

In the event of any serious business or election of a responsible office 

ever since the days of the compilation of the Buddha’s teachings the 

Buddhists voted for democracy. For example, the appointment of 

Upali1 for the compilation of the Law Book of the Buddhists 

popularly known as the Vinaya Pi¶aka had the approval of all the 

select monks.  

Three modes of voting are outlined herein to exemplify the Buddhist 

voting system underlying their democratic principles: 

In the event of a controversial issue of grave character; with no 

unanimous decision in sight: the urgency for the vote of majority is 

called for to resolve the issue. Such a practice is technically called 

Yebhuyyakik¡ (i.e., 'according to majority') which is reckoned to be 

one of the seven adhikara¸a samatha-s or the   means to settle a 

dispute.2 

On such an occasion a polling officer called the Sal¡kag¡hap¡ka 

known for his/her proven integrity and acquaintance with the rules, 

is appointed to conduct the poll. The voting is then done by the 

marked pieces of sticks called Sal¡ka already distributed among the 

                                                        

1  Reckoned to be a "low caste" or Shudra according to the Brahmanical-Priestly scale.  

2  Vin. ii.84' & iv.207-351; M ii.247; D iii.254; A i.99; iv.144. 
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qualified and present members. Finally, the sal¡kas are subsequently 

counted to decide the majority.  

The polling officer enjoys sufficient power to accept or reject the 

entire polling on procedural grounds. Further, he at his discretion  

may recommend one of the three popular methods of voting to 

determine the majority view, namely, 

i. Guhlaka or the Secret Voting: The polling officer would call all 

the members and ask each one of them to pick up a marked 

sal¡ka for the confidential conduct of the voting.  

Often this method was used when the assembly was likely to be 

unruly (alajussanna) 

ii. Saka¸¸a Jappaka or 'Whispering in the Ear’ Method: The 

polling officer would make a round and approach each member 

of the assembly to count the vote by whispering. 

Often this method was used when the assembly had large 

participation of the ignorant and inintelligent persons 

(b¡lussanna); 

iii. Vivataka or the Open Method: is conducted when the polling 

officer is confident of the majority vote in favour of the 

Dhamma. 

 Often this method was used when the assembly was likely to  

maintain decorum and observe propriety (lajussanna) 

In summation the concept of good governance is to be founded on 

right vision underlying right understanding that formulates the 

government's policy for a sustainable growth with proper 

appreciation of the infrastructural requirements for the nation 

underlying the principles of welfare, democracy, social equality and  

justice, growth and R & D,  defense, and prudent growth of Science 

and Technology and ethical cultures.   

Thus the Buddhist ideal state is founded on the understanding of the 

values of alobha, adosa and amoha signifying benevolence and 
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welfare; non-discriminatory principles and justice based on the 

principles of equality of the human race; with appreciation for the 

use of knowledge for the right application with due cognisance to the 

moral values.   

 Similarly, a society or nation - which abnegates the values based on 

virtuosity or righteousness underlying the Akusala Dhamm¡, 

namely, greed or lobha; hate or discrimiantion or adosa and perverse 

vision or amoha  would be called an evil society or nation and is a 

threat to humanity.  

Based on the similar criterion a good society or bad society is to be 

defined accordingly. A good society or nation is one which upholds 

the ideals and values based on the  alobho, adoso and amoho define 

Dhamma that had once manifested in the governance of Emperor 

Asoka.   

 

 

 




